10TH ANNUAL SC UPSTATE RESEARCH SYMPOSIUM STUDENT AWARDS

CATEGORY:

BUSINESS AND ENTREPRENEURSHIP:

BEST ORAL PRESENTATION: *The Development of a Performing Artist via the Art of Concert Production*
Blake Lewis and Tricia Oney
USC Upstate

HEALTHCARE:

BEST POSTER PRESENTATION: *Critiquing Fall Assessment Tools*
GraceAnna Baker, LaTonya Simmons, and Lynette Gibson
USC Upstate

HISTORY AND LITERATURE:

BEST ORAL PRESENTATION: *Language in the Classroom: An Observation*
Jonathan Griffin and David Marlow
USC Upstate

NATURAL SCIENCES AND MATHEMATICS

BEST ORAL PRESENTATION: *Determining the Cuticular Hydrocarbons Involved in Chemosensory Systems of the Parasitoid Wasp, Dasymutilla occidentalis*
Deep Sangani, Bradley Vaughn, John Moeller, and Caleb Arrington
Wofford College

BEST POSTER PRESENTATION: *Influence of pH on the Removal of Chromium Species Using Lysine Functionalized Magnetic Iron Nanoparticles*
Michael Eaves and Anselm Omoike
USC Upstate

POLITICAL SCIENCE:

BEST POSTER PRESENTATION: *Presence of Sustainability Indicators in Five South Carolina Cities*
Natalia Rosario
USC Upstate

PSYCHOLOGY AND SOCIOLOGY

BEST ORAL PRESENTATION: *Carol Peletier Zombie Survival Guide*
Carmanita Turner
Converse College

BEST POSTER: *Brony Fans vs. Non Fans: Comparing Individual Differences and Beliefs*
Jessica Langley, Jan Griffin, Patrick Edwards, Daniel Chadborn, and Marsha Redden
USC Upstate